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FACULTY ADVISOR'S COLUMN

This issue of our Journal marks a new stage in our development. We have started
accepting papers from residency programs other than our own. Encouraged by th e
enthusiastic response our prior issues have elicited from psychiatric ed uca tors aro und
the country, we are embarking on a program of expansion. In doing so we hope to
provide a unique arena for psychiatric resident thinking. Residen ts nat ionwide ar e
invited to share with each other and their faculties, their disco veri es, their uncerta inties
and the newness with which they view their work .
The breadth of current resident interests is well demonstrated in thi s issue of th e
Journal. This includes the interpersonal-intrapsychic dimension of a norex ia nervosa,
the interface of psychomotor seizures and psychosis, a broad based approach to chro nic
pain, and brief case reports on the psychiatric presentation of AIDS a nd a descr ipt ive
view of auto-castration. In addition, beginning with this issue we ina ugurate our
resident Book Review section with a review of David Malan's int rodu ctory text on
analytic psychotherapy.
The variety of perspectives of these articles brings encouragement to the man y in
our field who prize what has come to be called the eclectic a pproach to psych ia tr y.
Others may become concerned lest the treasured and painstakingly studied dept h
understanding of patients give way to the more readily learned phenomenologic
a pproach to psychopathology. As psychiatric educators it is our responsib ility to help
our trainees tolerate the affect-filled midw ay course bet ween th e sim ultaneous
temptations of premature conceptual closure on the one hand a nd smorgasbord
superficiality on the other. One way to accomplish this is to recogn ize th e differing
levels of abstraction with which alternative paradigms understand ment al functio ning.
While any of the syndromes presented in this issue ma y serve as exam ple, Dr.
Greenspan's thoughts on the eating disorders nicely demonstrate th e multipl icity of
views by which a single phenomenon may be studied . They may be viewed as
complimentary as long as it is recognized that the y represent differen t levels of
conceptualization with their own particular tools of investigation a nd dat a bases. We
have been repeatedly reminded of this in our own studies in the Jefferson Bulim ia
Treatment Program as we have been confronted by the variety of approaches currentl y
advocated for this condition. The preliminary finding s suggesting a role for a ntide pressants in this disorder derives from the medical-descriptive model of diseases. It uses as
its method of investigation biologic measures of neurotran smitter dysequil ibr ium, a nd
its therapeutic tools are pharmacologic alteration of chemical deficienci es. Its data
base is symptom intensity.
Family studies, as well as simultaneous analyses of mother a nd symptomatic
chi ld, reveal, as Dr. Greenspan notes, the interpersonal dimension to the maintenanc e
of eating disorder symptomotology. The method of investigation a nd dat a base in
family therapy is based on the cross-generational communication dysfunctions tha t
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ultimately lead to the child 's viewing himself through the distor ted vision of his
parents, not infrequently as a narcissistic extension of mother. Int erventions seek to
realign boundaries, redefine individuation and internal ize conflict.
The dynamic model studies the latent neurosogenic fant asies a nd conflicts tha t
are revealed through its data base of metaphor, dreamwork and transfer ence imagery.
Its tools are free association , interpretation and the analytic frame . These investigat ive
methods allow for the recovery of the fantasies of infantile sexual ity- such as oral
impregnation-and identifies the pathologic regression from these guilt-lad en wishes.
Our task in education is to teach residents how to gather information from and
intervene in all these levels of conceptualization and most importantly to recogn ize the
differences between them. A broadened approach to psychiatric education need not
necessarily lead to superficial understanding. A depth appreciation of neurobiology,
the methods of interpersonal transmission of pathogenic fantasy , and the ub iqu ity of
intrapsychic drive-defense compromise formation is the goal of modern training. As we
welcome our Montefiore colleagues to our readership, we look forward to thi s Journa l
both encouraging and demonstrating the vitality of residents' broad based, yet dept h
understanding of psychopathology.
In the spirit of this endeavor, it is a great pleasure to announce Dr. David Scola's
receipt of both the city-wide Kenneth Appel Award and our own Lieberman Award for
Excellence in Writing for his paper published in our last issue entitled "The
Hemispheric Specialization of the Human Brain and Its Application to Psychoanal ytic
Principles."
Harvey J. Schwartz, M.D.
Director of Residency Tra ining
Faculty Advisor to the Journa l

